
Travel light. Travel right.



Lighter and more  
 durable than ever.

Travel ultra light and assured with Maxlite® 4. This extensive

collection features 11 singularly lightweight and durable 

Spinners and Rollaboards® with the look and quality of much 

more expensive luggage. Packed with innovations like tapered 

expansion for added stability, Contour Grip on Spinners for more 

comfort and stylish accents throughout, Maxlite 4 makes travel 

a pleasure. Plus, every piece is tested to our most demanding 

standards and backed by our reassuring

 Lifetime Warranty. 

Ask flight crews which luggage they use.  
They'll probably say Travelpro®.



Originally developed by a pilot, Travelpro® luggage has all the qualities flight crews 

and frequent travelers look for: amazingly durable construction, travel-tested 

features, premium fabrics, innovative design and quality materials built to go  

the distance.



360-degree Spinners roll 
effortlessly in any direction you 
want to move
Our 4-wheel Spinners are easy 
to navigate through any airport, 
providing easy maneuverability and a 
smooth glide in every direction.

Water repellent coating,
inside and out
H2O Guard protects interior lining 
from moisture while DuraGuard® 
exterior coating features stain and 
abrasion resistance for greater durability.



Travelpro® invented Rollaboard® luggage.

Contour Grip for more comfort
Patented Contour Grip with 
rubberized touch points provides
more comfort and greater control 
when pushing Spinner luggage. 

Telescoping handle adds length 
and strength
Stops at 38” and extra-tall 42.5” 
ensure a comfortable roll for users 
of different heights. Airline-grade 
aluminum handles with grooved 
tubes add strength and stability to 
support a tote or case.



High performance ball-bearing wheels
Built for high-mileage travel, our durable 
ball-bearing inline wheels are tested to 
the same standards as those on our more 
expensive collections.  

Durable crash protection
Protective crash-guard wheel 
housings, skid guard and molded
corner guards provide protection 
over the long haul.

The flight crews of over 90 airlines use Travelpro® luggage.



Innovative, full-bottom tray  
adds stability
A unique bottom tray aligns and 
stabilizes wheels for enhanced 
durability and effortless maneuverability.

Lightweight durable frame
Polypropylene (PP) Honeycomb 
framing system integrated with 
bottom tray provides outstanding 
lightweight durability.



Tapered expansion designed to enhance stability
Roomy main compartment has tapered expansion of up 
to 2” on select models, maximizing packing flexibility while 
keeping the center of gravity low.

Exterior ticket pocket  
on Carry-ons
Allows for quick and easy 
access to documents and 
accessories.

Low-profile  
carry handles
Cushioned 
neoprene top and 
side carry handles 
along with 
molded bottom 
cup provide 
convenient and 
comfortable 
handholds.
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 Full-size lid compartment zips open 
to keep pressed shirts and pants 
wrinkle free. 

Adjustable hold-down straps 
keep contents snug.
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“Intelligent” interior for packing flexibility

Duraflex® anti-break buckles
are specially designed to close confidently 
and reduce breakage.

Zippered side mesh pocket is 
ideal for storing bulky power 
cables, chargers, other portable 
electronics, or socks and belts.
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Dimensions are for suitcase compartment only and do not include external components such as
wheels, feet and handles. Fully expanded carry-ons may not meet airline carry-on restrictions. 
Capacity estimated with full expansion and weights are approximate.

Available in 
Ocean Mist Blue, 
Black and Purple.

BLACK

  in (H x L x W) cm (H x L x W) Wt. (lbs) vol. (L)

4011503 Soft Tote 11 x 18 X 8 28 x 46 x 20 1.6 26

4011504 Bi-Fold Garment Bag 20 x 22 x 7 51 x 56 x 18 4.0 50

4011513 Rolling Tote 13 x 15.5 x 8.5 33 x 39 x 22 6.0 28

4011522 22" Exp. Rollaboard 21 x 14 x 9 53 x 36 x 23 6.0 51

4011526 26" Exp. Rollaboard 26 x 18.5 x 11 66 x 47 x 28 7.6 99

4011561 21" Exp. Spinner 21 x 14 x 9 53 x 36 x 23 5.9 51

4011565 25" Exp. Spinner 25 x 18 x 11 64 x 46 x 28 7.8 92

4011569 29" Exp. Spinner 29 x 20.25 x 12 74 x 51 x 31 8.6 130 

4011540 Rolling Carry-On Garment Bag 15 x 21.5 x 9 38 x 55 x 23  8.1 48

4011560 Intl Carry-on Spinner 19 x 14 x 8 48 x 36 x 20 5.7 41

4011520 Intl Carry-on Rollaboard 19.5 x 14 x 8.5 50 x 36 x 22 5.6 45

MAXLITE® 4 CoLLECTIon

OCEAN MIST 
BLUE

PURPLE



LIMITED LIfETIME WARRAnTy
Congratulations! You have purchased the finest luggage available. This Travelpro® 

Luggage Collection gives you total confidence and is supported by a comprehensive 
warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.

In the unlikely event that a problem occurs with your luggage as a result of a defect 
in materials or workmanship, we will repair your bag (or replace it, if repair is not 
possible) at our expense. Simply contact Customer Service at 1-800-741-7471 to 
locate the nearest repair facility. Then send your luggage, freight prepaid, to the 
repair facility along with a copy of your proof of purchase.

The Travelpro warranty covers defects in materials and workmanship but 
does not cover wear or damage caused by abuse, mishandling, accidental 
damage, inappropriate selection, or carelessness caused by an airline or 
other common carrier.

In the course of normal handling, your luggage may suffer abrasions, minor cuts, 
scratches, dents or soil. Certain component parts such as wheels, bumper feet, 
leather, etc., will show wear. This wear is not covered under the warranty. Travelpro 
will provide prompt refurbishment services at a nominal cost. This warranty gives you 
specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which may vary from state  
to state.

note: Please examine your luggage carefully for damage before leaving the 
airport and immediately report any damage to the baggage service center of 
the airline on which you traveled.

DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE AIRLINE IS THE AIRLINE’S RESPONSIBILITY. 
COMPENSATION MUST BE CLAIMED FROM THE AIRLINE AT THE TIME  
DAMAGE OCCURS.

By not following this procedure, you risk that the damage will not be covered under 
airline policy or Travelpro’s warranty. If you are dissatisfied after making your baggage 
claim to the airline, please contact: Aviation Consumer Protection Division,  
US Department of Transportation C-75, 400 7th Street, SW, Room 4107, Washington, 
DC 20590

Should you have questions about your luggage, or need repair service, call 
Customer Service at 1-800-741-7471. for more details on our warranty, see 
warranty registration inside your luggage or visit travelpro.com.

Note: For professional flight crews, duration of limited warranty is 3 years.

CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 WARNING  
This product contains chemicals known to the State of California  
to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.



40115HC

Visit www.travelpro.com 
for colors, sizes, detailed photos and more.

©Travelpro International Inc. 2015. All rights reserved.
Patent and patent pending. 
See http://www.travelpro.com/patents.cfm


